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Our University’s Brand Values      P2

 As Outlined in:
 UNIVERSITY OF WEST LONDON STRATEGIC PLAN  
  2013-18   AMBITION 2018 
Link: (https://www.uwl.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Departments/About-

us/Web/PDF/strategic_plan/strategic_plan.pdf)

‘Student Learning experiences and outcomes. 
Focuses on student success, employability and 
improved retention as well as diversity and the 

advancement of our reputation.’

‘Provide a high quality student experience’

‘Link learning to the world of work’
      

‘Create and disseminate useful knowledge’ 

Be enterprising and entrepreneurial’

‘Be financially and environmentally sustainable’ 

‘Improve the infrastructure’ 

‘Develop staff expertise’

‘Connect with our community’

‘Engage with the wider world’



Branding Guidelines        P3

These guidelines have been produced to help provide the quality and 
consistency of the new logo branding of The 

University of West London, by using these guidelines, we can ensure 
the consistency of the way we present the suggested new brand and 

logo shown in this document.

This is all to help build upon the current identity of 
The University of West London, by ensuring a unique and professional 

band and logo that will help represent our brand values. 

The University of West London might be able to achieve
 a new persona through the application of this logo and clear 

interactive brand identity. 



Our Brand         P4

Our new brand is a diversified, interactive brand identity; by this I mean 
that the new brand has a set style but no set form or colour. By hav-

ing such a brand we can ensure that every element of our university is 
unique as the last. As such no two incarnations of this interactive brand-
ing is the same, however they will have similarities, which allow them to 

form a cohesive and fluid branding. 

The interactivity is based on student numbers, course codes, module 
numbers and room numbers; by this I mean that the branding will be 

applied and help visually represent each of these parts of our university 
by making a working version of this branding application, we would only 
need to run it once to be able to assign a unique brand to each of our 

students, teachers, courses, modules and even rooms. 
This would allow use this will allow use to reinvent our university with 

one swift movement.

Note out branding should not be confused with our logo, as they will 
be used for separate purposes but will often be shown alongside each 

other.

The coding for this branding is rather complex; it is explained in detail 
on pages P8 and P9.

This was made in Cinema 4D, however a working version could 
easily be made using the application know as Processing which is 
free to use and download. 
It can be found using this link: https://processing.org, 



Our Logo         P5

Our new logo is inspired by our original brand idea, so it is 
diversified, colorful and animated allowing it to impact the 

viewer. Either by standing out whilst as a moving image or as 
a still image. Because the new logo is an animated one the 

final farm shown in large on the left is the set still 
image. By having such a logo we can ensure that our band 

and logo complement each other’s element; helping our 
university appear as a unique and original. The animated 

logo will have many applications, as it will be able to appear 
on and off screen. A few examples would be on our website, 

merchandise, student cards and building signage 

Our Logo was made on the application in Cinema 4D
A fully animated version can be found using this link: 
http://sethlb.com/category/homepage/negotiated-project



Exclusion Zone         P6

To allow our band to be more apparent with a larger impact 
on the viewer, it will always need to be surrounded by an 

adequate amount of space. An exclusion zone has been de-
veloped within which no type, images or other graphics may 

appear. 
The exclusion zone is always the lowest unit rounded to 1 of 

the measurement or scale you are using.

The exclusion zone for our logo, is simply the black 
background which it is displayed in.

For example this prototype of the brand was created, in the application called Cinema 4D. 
The applications are a form of 3D software that uses cubes as a reference grid on the positioning of every object  within frame.

 I used a scale of 100cm per cube. 
So the smallest section of any part of the logo would be (200cmX100cmx50cm) and the largest section would be (900X100X50).

The Red rectangle is the smallest size for our logo and acts as the dimensions of the exclusion zone. 



Correct Usage          P7

Always use the brand and logo in its purest form. 
Here are a few examples of what not to do. 

All incarnations of this brand will be made though code on the 
application called Processing. Once finished it will naturally 
generate all forms of this brand for the university. (Including 
the all of the unique colour and size combinations for each 

student, course, module and door number)
This will allow all students as well as the university to use the 

many incarnations of the brand in many different forms for 
artwork and interesting displays.

All things specified for the correct usage of the brand also 
applies to the logo. 

Only place the brand and logo on
a black background

Do not warp or distort the brand or logo 
unless for an artistic reaason   

Do not place text or other imagery over the  
brand or logo unless for an artistic reason

Do not crop unless for an 
artistic reason 

Do not place the brand or 
logo sideways unless for an 

artistic reason 

Do not mess with the height or width of the brand or 
logo unless for an artist reason 

Do not use any Photoshop or other soft-
ware effects unless for an artist reason



Color Pallet & Coding        P8

Due to the diversified, interactive nature of our brand identity, there are 
many different colors that can be generated; all of which can appear at 

any random 
interval. Due this fact when using an RGB format the RGB scale is 

capped at 225 instead of 255 as this will allow the colour to still appear 
on white paper. And the only intervals that the RGB scale can use are 
100,200 and 225. This helps keep the colour selection harmonic and 
stops colors from clashing. The only two formats that should be used 

are RGB and Hex.

The coding works likes this say with have a 11-digit number e.g 
(12345678910)

The numbers 0 and 1 will always equal 100 , the number 2 will always 
equal 200

and the numebrs 3 to 9 will always equal 225. 
As such this 11-digit number has the code 

(100,200,225,225, 225, 225, 225, 225, 225,100,100)
 

So now we just turn each digit into a RGB code.
As RGB needs three limits on its scales we take the code in threes.

So the first digit of the 11-digit number has the RGB code of 
(100,200,225). And the sixth digit of the 11- digit number has the RGB 

Code of (225,225,225).
Lastly the last two digits of any number length, use the first two digits of 
the number length to complete the RGB code. So the tenth number in 

this series will have the RGB code of (100,100,100) and the eleven digit 
will have the code (100,100,200).

If letters appears in the series the code still works in the same manner, 
however 

the letters A to H equal 100, the letters I to P equal 200 and letters Q to 
Z equal 225



Size Variation & Coding      P9

Due to the diversified, interactive nature of our brand identity, there are 
many different separate parts of the  brand, each of which 

require input of a number which is formed from either a student, module 
and door number or the Corse code. For the prototype of the brand was 

created, in the application called Cinema 4D. 
The applications are a form of 3D software that uses cubes as a 

reference grid on the positioning of every object within frame. 
I used a scale of 100cm per cube. So the smallest any section of any 

part of the logo can be; (200cmX100cmx50cm) and the largest section 
would be (900X100X50). 

Only the with is effect by size coding, it works likes this say with have a 
11-digit number e.g (12E4H6S8910)

The numbers 0 and 1 will always equal 100 mm
Every ever number from 2 to 9 will always be the number but in the 

hundreds, for example 5 is equal to 500mm. 
If letter appears in series the code still works in the same manner, 

however the letter will beequal to: 
AEIOU  equal   100mm
BCDF   equal   200mm 
GH   equal   300mm
JK    equal   400mm
LMN   equal   500mm
PQR   equal   600mm
STV   equal   700mm
WX   equal   800mm
YZ    equal   900mm

As such this 11-digit number has the size code
(100,200,100,400,300,600,700,800,900,100,100)

If we relate this to the RGB code, The 11-digit number will look like this 
(refer to page P8) (100,200,100,225,100,225,225,225,225,225,225)



Course Numbers              P10

At The University Of West London the courses are numbered 
with a combination of 11 numbers and or letters. As such the 
brand will use a complex code (refer to page P8 and P9) that 
turns these numbers and letters into a personalized brand for 
each individual module, the importance of this personal brand 
is that it will allow for better navigation around the university, 
as well as around our website, even course work handouts 

such work sheets and event posters. 
It will be one step closer to a new persona for our university. 

An eample of an edited version of the current  Course
 Handbook of BA(hons) Graphic Desing (visual

 Communication and Illustration) is shown on the left.



Module Numbers               P11

Due to the fact that a student can have as many as four
 modules a term on their plate, having a visual way of 

identifying each module might help students with organization. 
This can especially be said for first year students, who might 

not have a good understanding of how a university 
timetable works. It could also have a nice benefit on how we 
layout timetables and archives on and off of our universities 

website. 

Note modules are numbered with a combination of 8 numbers 
and or letters. As such the brand will use a complex code 

(refer to page P8 and P9)

An example of an edited version of the current Modules Study 
Guide for years 2015-2016 of the module 
Negositaed Projects is shown on the left.



Room Numbers               P12

Due to the current nature of way finding within our university, 
the image colour coding of our brand might add an additional 
form of identification that is desperately needed among the 
hallways of our university; it could also lead to a new colour 

scheme or internal interior design branding. Another 
additional idea would be a new naming system for the halls of 

The University Of West London as well as a needed 
up-to-date map.

Some examples of the current system of way finding within 
The University Of West London is shown on the left, along 

with them are the colour coded suggestions for additional way 
finding and identification.

Note door numbers are numbered 
with a combination of 7 numbers

and or letters. aAs such the brand 
will use a complex code 

(refer to page P8 and P9)



Student Cards                P13

The University Of West London puts a lot of pride in our
 students and there unique and colorful incivility, as such our 
brand hopes to encapsulate what makes our students great. 
With a brand and logo that represents our students and our 

university, which is as individual as very students as such, no 
two brands are the same. These brands also are interactive 

and personalized to each students, meaning that there 
experience at the will be shared with there own personal 

brand.

Note student numbers are numbered with a combination of 7 
numbers and or letters. As such the brand will use a complex 

code (refer to page P8 and P9)

Some examples of the current student cards and our edited 
examples are shown on the left.



Certificates               P14

We place a lot of significance in showing our students and 
members of staff, how important they are to us as such we 

give out certificates to the kindest, brightest and hardest work-
ing students on a yearly basses. Now on the certificates we 
can also include a visual respiration of the student that has 

earned the award with there one personal brand.

Note student numbers are numbered with a combination of 7 
numbers and or letters. As such the brand will use a complex 

code (refer to page P8 and P9)

An example of an edited certificate which includes the 
student’s own personal brand and the university’s logo is 

displayed on the left. 



Artwork                 P15

At The University Of West London, the creativity of our stu-
dents is one of our highest assists as such; the branding of 
our university is open sourced to every student that attends 
our university. As specified on (refer to page P10) students 
can do anything with the branding as long as its within the 

confines of the university and for an artist purpose.

An example of how an art display may look which includes the 
student’s own personal brands is displayed on the left.



Promotional Items                P16

One large thing this new branding gives us is the opportunity 
to produce personalized promotional items that can feature 

any individual students own personal brand. Producing such 
things may increase our annual revenue.

Note student numbers are numbered with a combination of 7 
numbers and or letters. As such the brand will use a complex 

code (refer to page P8 and P9)

Examples of how some promotional items may look which 
includes the students brand and universities logo

Coaster T-shirt

Mug USB



Building Signage               P17

Our building signage should reflect our interactive brand identity and our 
animated logo. As such the animated logo will be played on a continues 

loop, on a TV monitor, whilst the branding will change in accordance 
with every student that taps with there student card in to enter the 

university. 

Note student numbers are numbered with a combination of 7 numbers 
and or letters. As such the brand will use a complex code (refer to page 

P8 and P9)

An example of how building signage maybe presented is 
displayed on the left. A fully animated version can be found at this link: 

http://sethlb.com/category/homepage/negotiated-project


